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Easter market or a 4-H’ers loving hug around their wooly bodies? Time and
market trends will only tell the future for these two Hampshire iambs.
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The “Truck Pup’s” other
features include Crysteel’s
patented “Butterfly Valve”

“TRUCKPUP” Crysteel’s President, the bottom dumpr low center of
Crysu-el Manufacturing, “Truck Pup” has a newly gpMty, cast wheels and

Inc. has announced the designed suspension in HoUand heavy-duty towing
addition of a new bottom which on ly four of the eight ey®'

,

Jump trailer, named the “Marsh Mellow” springs are For more information and
“Truck Pup”, to their line of in use when the trailer is prices pl®? se contact
grain wagons and scissor empty; the other fourvcome Crysteel Manufacturing
hoists. into use as the vehicle is Comply, ffighway^East,

According to Eldon Jones, loaded. ce Crystal, Minn. 56055.

doublet/mowermEV conditioner
New concept
incuttingand
conditioning
grass
The New Vicon Doublet/
Mower Conditioner offers
a new concept in grass
conservation The. Vicon
Doublet/Mower cuts,
conditions and produces a light airy swath, reducing valuable
time required to produce good quality hay and wilted silage.
Conditioning at the same time as cutting is accomplished by
incorporating the same cutter bar as the Vicon Discus disc
mower with a conditioning rotor mounted above. The sucking
action picks up the cut grass and delivers it to the back of the
machine in light, fluffy swaths.

(yicon) fertilizer spreader

The most accurate
fertilizer spreader
you can buy
The Vicon Spreader uses an ex-
clusive fast-action spout moving
back and forth at 540 times per
minute to give even, rectangular
coverage instead of the usual
circular pattern
That means increased profit be-
cause you get uniform fertilizer
coverage, resulting in better stands and higher yields

Give the Vicon fertilizer spreader a try. It costs no
more than others. But it’s better.
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